
Chapter 258:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
BRIDE PRICE
Si Tingxue had learned about Lu Yuan's cheeky a long time ago. She
just rolled her eyes and didn't say much.

Lu Yuan smiled and said, "Have you finished your practice?"

"Soon."

Si Tingxue sat down cross-legged, took out the spirit crystal and
continued to absorb.

Rebecca smiled and said, "I'm over now. I'll just wait for Xiaoxue."

Lu Yuan said:

"By the way, Rebecca, are you now challenging the 100th place on the
Tianjiao list?"

Rebecca puffed up her mouth and glanced at Lu Yuan dissatisfiedly:

"Of course, you don't want to say it. Saying it makes me feel that I am
so weak. I am a natural leader, so I can't even make it to the 100th
place."

Lu Yuan squeezed Rebecca's slightly sensual face with a smile, and
said:

"What's the matter, don't you see that the ice cube can't go up?"

Si Tingxue's spiritual power around her body was suddenly disturbed.

Lu Yuan took a look and found that this guy was eavesdropping.

Lu Yuan couldn't help but laugh a little.
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Rebecca also discovered this. Lu Yuan pinched her face. She rolled
her eyes at Lu Yuan, with a reproachful expression.

Lu Yuan smiled and said:

"Actually, I have a way to get you into the list of arrogance."

Rebecca was taken aback, her eyes widened to see Lu Yuan:

"any solution?"

Lu Yuan smiled and said, "Didn’t I often go to the Demon Dragon
Mountain Range to hunt fierce beasts? Good harvest, but there are
several Tier 4 imperial genetic weapons, do you want?"

Rebecca said in surprise: "Imperial level? Fourth-level imperial level?
Really?"

For Tier 4 genetic weapons, the emperor rank is already the limit. You
must know that even the genetic weapons rewarded on the Tianjiao
list are only Tier 4 imperial ranks. Unless it is the first place, a Tier 5
emperor will be rewarded. Level of genetic weapons.

One can imagine how precious the genetic weapons of Tier 4 imperial
rank are.

Of course, as far as Lu Yuan is concerned, the fourth-order
imperial-level genetic weapon is just a matter of evolving, which
probably consumes hundreds of thousands of fourth-order spiritual
crystals.

Tier 4 imperial genetic weapons, Lu Yuan has evolved a few pieces.
He doesn't plan to sell them, just for Rebecca, Si Tingxue and Amy.

The Tier 4 weapons he intends to sell are of king-level quality.

Lu Yuan smiled: "Have I lied to you? Of course it is true."

Lu Yuan took out a staff that looked like a red gem and handed it to
Rebecca.



Rebecca stretched out her hand in a daze, and after seeing the
message of the staff, Rebecca's eyes were full of shock.

"It's really a Tier 4 imperial rank! And it just happens to increase the
fire element! This thing is really good."

Rebecca held the staff, and then said a little bit lost: "But I can't afford
it. A Tier 4 imperial genetic weapon requires millions of Tier 4 spirit
crystals. I have used all of my recent spirit crystals for cultivation."

Lu Yuan smiled: "You don't need your spirit crystal, this was originally
prepared for you. It is a gift for you. By the way..."

Lu Yuan took out another red robe: "This is an imperial-level robe.
With your strength, blessing two imperial-level genetic weapons
should be the limit. For the rest, you can use the king-level to make
do with it. Armed with this gene, coupled with your own strength, the
last Tianjiao list should still be no problem. Um...but I’m afraid you
can’t rank high. When you break through to the king of war, you can
consider burning stronger transcendent genes. I can remedy it later."

Rebecca was stunned when she heard Lu Yuan's words. She stared at
the staff in her hand, and then at the red robe. Her pretty face
suddenly turned red, and she said incoherently, "...that, that, A Yuan,
if it's a betrothal gift, you have to send it to your home... My ancestors
will definitely agree, no, no, I also...that, that..."

Lu Yuan: "?"

He looked at the somewhat incoherent Rebecca, a little confused.

offer?

What offer?

His face suddenly became weird.

He admitted that he had an idea for Rebecca, but the bride price is
too weird, right?



After hearing the old elves talk about the seriousness of alienation, Lu
Yuan wanted to make the people around him stronger, so that he
could protect himself if there is any situation in the future.

Even, Lu Yuan considered that in the future, if they can find a
powerful space system transcendent gene, let them also burn the
space system transcendent gene, so that they can repair the space
rift together.

Now this is just a gift from him to Rebecca.

I didn't expect Rebecca to have thought about the bride price.

The corners of his mouth twitched, and he said with a smirk: "What
are you thinking? This is just a gift for you. Um...If you want a
betrothal gift, I will send it to your house later."

"what?"

Rebecca froze.

Her pretty face became more rosy, she lowered her head and buried
her head on her chest, squatting on the ground not wanting to speak.

Seeing Rebecca's shyness, Lu Yuan didn't continue to tease her.

Lu Yuan glanced at Si Tingxue's direction, and found that Si Tingxue's
spiritual power fluctuated sharply, and couldn't help but smile. This
guy said he was practicing, but he was actually eavesdropping all the
time.

Lu Yuan coughed dryly, and said, "Actually, I have prepared a copy for
Tingxue. But she seems to be practicing..."

Suddenly, Si Tingxue opened his eyes, and his blue eyes looked at Lu
Yuan.



Si Tingxue saw Lu Yuan's grinning expression, she was taken aback,
and then she understood that Lu Yuan's previous words were meant
for her.

Even her cold little face showed a touch of ruddy, she moved her eyes
away slightly, and forcibly explained:

"...you speak too loudly."

Lu Yuan smiled and nodded: "I understand, I understand."

Si Tingxue glared at Lu Yuan angrily. This guy's tone was obviously
problematic.

However, Si Tingxue's sight was quickly attracted by a white staff
inlaid with ice blue crystals in Lu Yuan's hand.

Lu Yuan shook the staff in his hand, smiled and said, "Do you want it?"

Si Tingxue's mouth was slightly squeezed, and then he looked at Lu
Yuan: "Yes."

Lu Yuan smirked and said, "You don't think it's a bride price, do you?"

Rebecca, who was squatting on the ground, let out a whimper, and
her whole body shrank into a ball.

Si Tingxue glanced at Rebecca, then glared at Lu Yuan, a slight rosy
appeared on her pretty face.

She moved her gaze slightly, and a slight tremor in her cold voice:
"You can't understand what my ancestors meant."

Lu Yuan's face turned a little weird when he heard this.

Si Tingxue's ancestor, Siqi, but thinking that both Si Tingxue and Si
Tingyu will marry him.

Lu Yuan gave a dry cough, a little embarrassed.



Then he said solemnly: "Senior Siqi means his meaning, but your own
meaning is the most important."

Si Tingxue was taken aback for a moment, and then the
cherry-colored red lips tickled slightly, and soon calmed down again.

She glared at Lu Yuan fiercely, and walked over to ** the staff from Lu
Yuan's hand.

Lu Yuan couldn't help laughing a little when seeing Si Tingxue's
aggressive look.

He smiled and said, "By the way, there are still robes, do you want it?"

"…want."

Suddenly, Si Tingxue's momentum suddenly weakened.

Lu Yuan took out the robe and took out another ring:

"You are a little different from Rebecca. You are a natural lord, and
you should be able to bless three royal genes."

Si Tingxue glanced at the ring Lu Yuan handed over, reached out to
take it, and nodded gently: "Yeah."

"Well, you can practice first, and when the practice is over, we will set
off."

Si Tingxue nodded gently: "Yes."

She blessed all the genetic weapons Lu Yuan had given, and then
practiced again.

And Rebecca on the side didn't know when she ran into the corner
and squatted.

Lu Yuan saw Rebecca hiding in the corner, couldn't help but froze,
and walked over.



Rebecca secretly raised her head from her arms, glanced at Lu Yuan,
and then immediately buried her face in her arms.

Lu Yuan's mouth twitched, and silently sat down beside Rebecca:
"Rebecca?"

"Rebecca is not here."

There was a depressed voice on the side.

"Where did she go?"

Lu Yuan smiled.

"...It might be embarrassing, right? I don't know."

Lu Yuan couldn't help but twitched the corner of his mouth, and then
showed a smirk:

"Since she is not here, I can do whatever I want with her body."

"Huh? Rebecca is back!"

Rebecca shook her head and quickly looked up at Lu Yuan.

Just then, a cold voice sounded not far away:

"You two! If you want to make trouble, please go out and make
trouble!"

Secretary listened to the snow and looked at the two people.

Lu Yuan and Rebecca looked at each other, and stopped talking.

It's just that Lu Yuan quietly leaned closer to Rebecca, reached out to
hold her hand, and gently squeezed it.

Rebecca's body was slightly stiff, and then recovered. Just as Lu
Yuan's behavior became more and more presumptuous, Rebecca
stiffened, and her moist eyes looked at Lu Yuan, shy.



Lu Yuan stretched out his hand to his mouth with a smile, and pointed
to Si Tingxue who was cultivating not far away.

Rebecca bit her red lip slightly, short of breath, and then silently let Lu
Yuan's behavior be.

When Si Tingxue finished her practice, she looked at Li Bei's cartoon
red face and some messy hair, and asked with some doubts:

"Rebecca, what's wrong with you?"

Rebecca froze, and shook her head slightly: "It's okay."

Si Tingxue frowned slightly, and glanced at Lu Yuan suspiciously.

Lu Yuan is serious, saying that he is very upright.

"Is the practice over? Let's set off now?"

Si Tingxue nodded gently: "Well, let's go."

Rebecca returned to her original cheerful look, and smiled and said:
"This time we will definitely be on the top of the list."

The three people left the Red Maple Mansion and came to Baiyun City
through the teleportation hall.

Then, the three of them took the Black Bear One of Landing Yuan to
the central square.

On the square, there are still eyeliners of various forces wandering all
day, observing the challenging geniuses.

When Black Bear One just landed, the eyes of all the forces just took a
look and then moved away.

It was not until Lu Yuan took Si Tingxue and Rebecca out of the Black
Bear No. 1 that someone successively discovered Lu Yuan with
surprise in their eyes.

"That's... Lu Yuan, isn't it? Isn't that Lu Yuan?"



"Lu Yuan? The previous human being on the top of the Tianjiao list? Is
he here? Where is he?"

"There, coming down from the aircraft, there are two human women
by his side."

Everyone looked at the aircraft again.

After seeing the aircraft, the eyes of the various forces were a little
surprised.

"Aircraft? Doesn't Lu Yuan take the Ye Tian Mandrill of Princess Ye Ye
every time he comes? Is this his own aircraft?"

"What is Lu Yuan doing this time? Isn't he already the king? There is
no need to challenge, right? It is impossible to challenge the king list,
right?"

"Besides, he came to participate in the challenge before, wasn't he all
with Princess Ye Ye? Why not this time?"

"Huh? I have seen those two human women. They challenged the
Tianjiao ranking before, right? Although their strength is not weak,
they are still a bit worse than the geniuses on the Tianjiao ranking."

There was an eyeliner who saw Si Tingxue and Rebecca, thought of
something, and said.

Others also nodded, and then someone showed a daze:

"It seems that Lu Yuan accompanied the two of them to challenge?"

"Hey, last time with Princess Ye Ye, this time they were two human
women. This Lu Yuan is very romantic."

"Heh... man."

Lu Yuan and the three people came to the stele under everyone’s
attention, and Rebecca was a little nervous:



"Why didn't so many people watch me when Koyuki and I came over
before? Why are so many people paying attention to us this time?"

Si Tingxue glanced at Lu Yuan, and said faintly: "You have to ask the
person next to you. He was number one on the Tianjiao list before,
and he performed so well. Presumably these people are very
impressed. I'm afraid these people think he is. Come with us, right?"

Rebecca thought of something, and smiled: "Hehe, if you let them
know that A Yuan is here to challenge the king's list, I don't know what
their expressions will be?"

Lu Yuan smiled helplessly: "When is your challenge? Have you applied
for it?"

Rebecca scratched her head: "After losing last time, I didn't apply for
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She has now replaced the Tier 4 imperial genetic weapon given by Lu
Yuan, and began to apply for the challenge.

Soon, Rebecca's eyes widened slightly, and she was a little surprised
and said, "Go straight through."

The next moment, an arena appeared, attracting everyone's
attention in the square.

Rebecca's body appeared on the ring.

On the opposite side of the ring, there was a green demon that Lu
Yuan didn't know. Lu Yuan checked the list on the Tianjiao list and
knew that he was called Mao Guan.

Some of the geniuses on the Tianjiao list may have broken through to
the King of War. Of course, they may have been surpassed by
newcomers. Lu Yuan discovered that there were many names that Lu
Yuan didn't know.

The Tianjiao list is the fastest updated list among all the lists in Baiyun
City, and Lu Yuan can also understand this.



Hair Crown saw Rebecca with a sneer:

"Human, I didn't expect you to give up. Your strength is too weak in
my opinion. Give up. You can't beat me."

Rebecca has a serious face: "It's different this time."

While she was speaking, her whole body was surging with spiritual
power, and a group of flames appeared all over Rebecca, and the
powerful aura spread.

The fur crown felt the powerful aura from Rebecca's body, her face
changed slightly, and a hint of shock flashed in her eyes: "How can it
be improved so much?"

is not just a hair crown, even the eyeliner who has some impression of
Rebecca on the side is a little surprised at the improvement of
Rebecca's strength at this moment.
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